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Television has been found' to be the most believable medium as well as the

most mentioned source of nyws about "What's going on in the world." 'While some

studies have assessed the sources for local news, few have focused their-atten-

tion on state news.

Th urpose of this study was to assess the sources used by a metropolitan

popular for news about state government. In'addition, demographic, interest

in state nt news, and media use variables were examined to see if dif-

ferences in these variables relate to differences in.selection -of news source.
0 *

The inteest in state government news in this stu4 dy'wilhigher than the
wasainterest ii news found in other studies. Television ws found' to be the major

source, even across media use and demographic subgroups. However, those .

interested' in state net..is are mose-Tikely'to select newspaper as a4burce; than

these not interested. There was no difference between categories of interest

and selection of-TV as a source. .

1

This study and others suggest additional research--comparing various geo-1

graphic areas (both urban and rural) as well as other predictors of state news,

sources such as demographics and 'interest.
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continues to be ,self- described as the most believeable news

lodium as well as the major source of news. From the 1960s to the present tele-

vision has been rated as more believeable and the major source of both national

d local news even when the comparison was made at the local level, i.e.,

comparing local television newscasts with the local daily newspaper.
1

Since 1961 the Roper Organization has found television to be the most

believeable medium
2
and-since 1963 found television to be the most mentioned

source of newsabout "what's going on in the world". 3

While some studies have.addressed the sources for local news, few hale

focused their attention on site news. Levy, for example, found that TV or both

if and newspapers were the principal sources for national and international news,

s while the newspaper far,surpasied TV as the source of local news, but no assess-

ment was made of sources.of state new

,Roper.Organizationstudies did ask respondents their sources for informat

aboutstatewide. elections, candidates and issues. In 1976 Roper found that tele-

vision was still in first place, repOrted by. 50 % -or more respondents as their

source of information about' state candidates, issues,or elections, while newspapers

were,cited by only 35%, and Other sources (including radio, magazines and other

people) were, reported by less thah ten percent. 5.

V 7

Two questions arise: 1) since Roper only asked about elections, wouethe

reportsof news sources vary if respondents .were asked about coverage of state

Avernment rather than just elections? and 2) since ,RoApr's was a national study

would the results vary if a local study wereconducted? Zenaty and Reagan; for

example,found that news credibility varied considerably in their local. studies from

Roper national studies,_the local re§ults varyint by ten percent/above or below

Roper's national results.6

I-
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The purpose of this study, then, was to assess the sources used by a

metropolitan population for news about state governmen. In addition, demo-

graphic, interest instate government news, and media use variables are examined

to see if differences in these variables relate to differences in selection of

news sources.

METHOD

A cross-sectional survey was conducted in the Lansing, Michigan area with

a systematic random sample of 947 telephone 2mbers selected from the most recent

Lansing Area telephone directory. Interviews were conducted with 714 respond-

ents between 6:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m., Tuesday through Thursday, May.13-15, 1980.7

The sample was composed of 43.0% male, 54.6% married, 36.3% with children

living at home, 38.4% with at least a college degree, and 52.7% having household

incomes over6$20,000. The average age of a respondent was 40.4 years.

-Ih addition to demographic questions, respondents were asked how many

hours of television they watched onthe previous day and how much time (in 'minutes)

they spent reading a newliaper on the previous day.,

To assess interest in news about state government respondents were asked,

"How interested are you in news about state government? Would you say you are

interested, somewhat interested or not interested in state government news ?"

To find out the sources for state go ernment news respondents were asked

the unaided question, "Where do you get your news about things that happen in

the state government?" Multiple response's to this question were allowed.

Comparisons were made among dickiotomous media use and demographic categoriei.

TV use, newspaper use, educatioh and income were split as close to the median as

possible. The following dichotomies were, used: TV use (2 hours or less/over 2

hours); newspaper-use (45 minutes'or less/more than 45 minutes); Age (35 years

or less/over 35 years); Education (some college or less/college degree or more);
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income ($20,000 or lees/mOre than $20,000).Cmaritni statu: (marriedisingle);

parental status (children living at.home/nOne at home); and gender (male/'e

Where comparisons were made across three subgrouphi=square ttest"

was used.eL,Whife verCentages between',two groups were c4lipLved.the "difference

of-proportions test" was used. 9

RESULTS

Television was used an average of 3.02 hours and newspapers an average of

1D

fifty-two minutes. on the previs

7

When_asked how interested n State government news they were, .47.4% said

they were interested, 142.8% were somewhat interested and 9071 were not interested

at all.

The following sources for state government news were selected by respondents

(mu.14iple responses were allowed): newspaper - 33.3%, television - 59.1%, radio -

10
9.5%, other people/. 1.8%, and other'sol;cces - 6.

3%.

Relation of Interest to Sburce. Table one compares degrees of interept tn

state government news with respondents' selection of sources of such news. Those

who are interested or somewhat -interested in news about state government are more .

likely to use the newspaper as ,p. source than those not interested. However, interest

,.

does not'rela e to selection of either TV or radio as sources with similar pro-

portions of e ch category of interest selecting TV or radio as a source of state

government news..

.1 ABOUT HERE
gø

Media Use and Interest. Heavier-users of newspaper are more4likely than

lighter users to be interested in news about state government. There is no differ-

ence in interest between lighter and heavier users of TV (See Table 2).
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TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE

14

Demographics and Interest The demographic breakdowns are also presented. in

Table 2. Older, married, higher educated and higher income persons are more likely

f r

to '14 interested in news about state ' overnment than re younger, single persons

with lowerl'income and education. There'was n6 difference for6gender or parental status.

Media Use and Source: -These:resUlts Are resedted in Table 3.' Heavier
7

newspaper 1.1110$11 were more lik y than lighter users toselept newspapeis as a

sOurce. Heavier TV bsers we more likely to le t .TV as a source.
1

The converse
AP

was not true, i.e., lighter users of TV 'were no mo e likely to uae newspapers as

It'

a source and lighte users of newspapers-were nft-imorelikely to select TV as a
I $

J
)

source.
,

/ %.

Even thPgh beavi users of newpapers were/More likely than lighter users

to select ne 4 as
ipers

as a source, regardle'of media use, televiSion '4asselected

;
Atili-

most often a a source of state goveellint news.

TAB 5ABoirr HERE

DemogreAthics and Source. The demographic results are presented in Table 3.

Higher-educated males are more likely than females or those with lower education
4

to select nespapers as a source of state government news. Yoder, lower. educ ted,

lower come females are more likely' than their counterparts to select as a

source. I ne of the other comparisons are significant. .

'Again, regardless of the comparison, within any demographic subcategor

television is the most selected source of state government news. The closest is

education where among higher educated persons only a few percent more select

ia source.

4 4



DISCUSSION,

The interest in state government newe expreised in the Lansing tkrea was
* , ,

higher than that found by Jennings and Ziegler in th it analysis of national
Even though limiing their analysis to tho e interested -in public affairs

data.
11

in general, they found that 37%. pald a great deal of attention to state politics
and 12% paid "not much"

attention.12 The present study found aboilt 47% interested
and less than 10% not interested at all - and this Of the total

population wJich
included those who might not be interested in public affairs. Of coursel, there
are explanations: Jennings and Ziegler an yzed data collected

twtlIte-Years before
the present study (in 1968); interest in state poli9g with the emergence of

lrstate tax issues may have generally
increased; and.Lansing is a s/..kte capital ihich

may add to interest in state politics.
Regardless of the difference in the studies,

- both show that there is an, interest in state government
news, 44011 would then

encourage further research in use of and sources for such news.
Like other studies on news sources, this study found that television is

reported by moreigrespondents
as a source of

news. Again, regardless
of the nature-Cr the news - national, local or state - television is the major

Or,
source,. even When looking at media 3.se and demographic subgroups. However, like
A e studiesof local news, there is considerable Variation between'local ?stings

smces and natidnal ratings. The present ,study found that ni e percent more
respondents selecteotTV ag a source than in the Roper national study, and only
slightly fewer (3%) selected newspapets. This difference raises the question: why
are there such differences? Does loca%) TV coverage vary in quality or yintity of

0
staie\igoverninent news from geographic locale to locile? Does the lbcal:newspaper
coverage vary noticeably from focale tot locale? If sot how does variance in such
coverage relate to differences in the use of these media as sources?

4



The finding that those interested in state news are more likely to select

a newspaper as a source than are those not interested needs further examination.
0

DoeeNporting of state news'by the newspaper pique the interest of those a3tready

reading, or do those who have a keen interest search out the newspaper specifically

as a'source?

There was no difference between categories of interest and their selection

of TV as a source. Most people use television regardless of their interest,/but

do those with a keener interest-also use newspapers? If this is so then the fact

that TV is reported as the major source loses some of its meaning. With a certain

minimal amount of interest TV offers some information about state government.

However, those wanting additional information may have to turn to another source -

this case, newspapers.

In general, the demographic results are similar to those found in studies of

news credibility: Carter and Greenberg found that males, were more likely:than 4

females to prgfer newspapers while females wereeMore likely to prefer TV.
13 Younger

and ess'educated preferred TV while older more educated respondents were more likely

than their counterparts to prefer newspaper. Greenberg found the same results in a

1

later study.
14 The present study also found that lower educated females were more

likely to select TV as a source. In addition, those with lower income were also

more likely to select TV. Interestingly, this study/found that older persons were

more likely to select TV. Perhaps, as the "TV generation" heads toward middle-age

the selection of TV as a source also follows.

Based on the fact that teveral.studiet have found high interest in state

government news dnd that very few explored uses for and sources for sOch news,

additional research is suggested. This research should be carried out'in various

geographic'areas of the country, both urban and rural, and should concentrate

predicting the selection of a source through an examination of the rea

t4:
selecting a particular news source:

fp
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Table 1

The relation of Interest in State
Government News to Source of State News \.

fY

Source

Newspaper TV Radio (n)

Interest in
State Government
News: ,Interested 30.8% 58.7% 10.5% (334)

Somewhat 38.2 . 58.1 6.6 (301)

)Not 22.0 61.8 8.9 (68)

21
9.92 <1 4 1

P w. 4.01 ns ns

NOTE: Percentages total to greater than 100
because of multiple response.

r

12
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Table 2

'The Relation of Media. Use and Demographic
to-Interest in State Goiterriment News s-)

.

a.*

Interested

TV use: 2 hrs
'2 his.+.

newspaper Use:
.4, mins. -

Age: 35
3 6 +

Carried
Single

.

Childien at,bome
No 'Childreh.

Some College -
College degree +

Income: $20,000 -
$20,001 +

48:3 (292)

49-.9 (274)

44.9* (314)

58.2 (237)

'w .34.8** . --(353)

60.1 (3'36)

54.7** (375)
38.5 (314)

52.1 (24o)
46.3 (428)

43.5* (425)-

54.1 (268)

42.8* (362)

53.3 (274)

Male 50.0' (270)

Female 51.3 (359)

ti

..o

*p < .01
**p < .001



TAhle 3

The Relation of Media Use and Demographics
to Sburce QS%State Government News ft"

Source

Newspaper TV Radio . (n.)

Tv Ute:72hrs: -
1 2hrs.+

Newspapii,Use:

314.6%
29.2

55.3%**4-/
69:8

9.5%
6.8

(295)
f (281)

145 min. - 33.2** 54.0 9.5 (328)
146 min. + 45.2 51.9 5.9 . ,,t (239)

11

Age: 35 - 33.1 50.3*** 10.8 (360)

36 + 35.1 67.8 8.3 (339)

Married 32.9 59.0 10.14 (383)
Single 314.14 57.7 8.2 (317)

'Children at home 33.7 56.5 10.6 (2146)

No children 32.7 61.9 - 8.6 (1431)

Some College - 28.6*** 67.7*** 8.5 (1433)

College degree + 41.5 145.2 11.5 (270)

Income: $20,000 -,
$20,001 +

35.8
31.9

614:0**

52.2
8.9

10.1
(369)
r276)

Male 140.0* 53.1** 9.7 (273)
Female 31.8 614.6 9.9 (362)

NOTE: Percentages may total across to more than 100 due to multiple response.
4

*tp.05
** p<.01

*** p.001

1.4


